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1.

INTRODUCTION
The breadth of issues classified within e-safety is considerable, but can be categorised into
three areas of risk:




content: being exposed to illegal, inappropriate or harmful material
contact: being subjected to harmful online interaction with other users
conduct: personal online behaviour that increases the likelihood of, or causes, harm.

Common risks that are likely to be encountered (Please note that this is not an
exhaustive list)
Content





exposure to inappropriate content, including online pornography, ignoring age ratings in
games (exposure to violence associated with often racist language), substance abuse
lifestyle websites, for example pro-anorexia/self-harm/suicide sites
hate sites
content validation: how to check authenticity and accuracy of online content

Contact




grooming
cyber-bullying in all forms
identity theft (including ‘frape’ (hacking Facebook profiles)) and sharing passwords

Conduct






privacy issues, including disclosure of personal information
digital footprint and online reputation
health and well-being (amount of time spent online (internet or gaming))
sexting (sending and receiving of personally intimate images) also referred to as SGII
(self generated indecent images)
copyright (little care or consideration for intellectual property and ownership – such as
music and film)

Many of these risks reflect situations in the off-line world and it is essential that this esafety policy is used in conjunction with other school policies (Behaviour, Anti-bullying and
Child Protection policies).
As with all other risks, it is impossible to eliminate those risks completely. It is therefore
essential, through good educational provision to build learners’ resilience to the risks to
which they may be exposed, so that they have the confidence and skills to face and deal
with these risks.
The e-safety policy that follows explains how we intend to provide the necessary
safeguards to help ensure we have done everything to reduce these risks, while also
addressing wider educational issues in order to help young people (and their parents /
carers) to be responsible users and stay safe while using the internet and other
communications technologies for educational, personal and recreational use.
In the event a safeguarding/ child protection issue is raised relating to e-safety the schools
safeguarding procedures (detailed in the Campus Child Protection policy) will be followed.
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2.

SCOPE OF THE POLICY
This policy applies to all members of the campus community (including staff, learners,
volunteers, parents / carers, visitors, community users) who have access to and are users
of campus ICT systems, both in and off the campus.
The Education and Inspections Act 2006 empowers Headteachers, to such extent as is
reasonable, to regulate the behaviour of learners when they are off the campus site and
empowers members of staff to impose disciplinary penalties for inappropriate behaviour.
This is pertinent to incidents of cyber-bullying, or other e-safety incidents covered by this
policy, which may take place off campus, but is linked to membership of the campus.
The campus will deal with such incidents within this policy and associated behaviour and
anti-bullying policies and will, where known, inform parents / carers of incidents of
inappropriate e-safety behaviour that take place off campus.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The following section outlines the roles and responsibilities for e-safety of individuals and
groups within the campus:
Governors:
Governors are responsible for the approval of the E-Safety Policy and for reviewing the
effectiveness of the policy. This will be carried out by the appropriate Governors
Committee receiving annual information about e-safety incidents and monitoring reports. A
member of the Governing Body has taken on the role of E-Safety Governor. The role of esafety Governor will include:





termly meetings with the e-safety team
regular monitoring of e-safety incidents
regular monitoring of filtering logs
reporting to relevant Governors meeting

Executive Headteacher and Senior Leaders:





The Executive Headteacher is responsible for ensuring the safety (including e-safety)
of members of the campus community, though the day to day responsibility for e-safety
will be delegated to the E-Safety Officer.
The Executive Headteacher / Senior Leaders are responsible for ensuring that the ESafety Officer and other relevant staff receive suitable CPD to enable them to carry out
their e-safety roles and to train other colleagues, as relevant
The Senior Leadership Team will receive annual monitoring reports from the E-Safety
Officer.
The Executive Headteacher and another member of the Senior Leadership Team are
responsible for implementing the procedures to be followed in the event of a serious esafety allegation being made against a member of staff.

E-Safety Officers:






take day to day responsibility for e-safety issues and have a leading role in establishing
and reviewing the campus e-safety policies / documents
ensure that all staff are aware of the procedures that need to be followed in the event of
an e-safety incident taking place.
provide advice for staff
liaise with the Local Authority
liaise with campus ICT technical staff
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receive reports of e-safety incidents and create a log of incidents to inform future esafety developments
attend relevant Governors meetings
report regularly to Senior Leadership Team

Network Manager / Technical staff:
The Network Manager / ICT Technician is responsible for ensuring:






that the campus ICT infrastructure is secure and is not open to misuse or malicious
attack
that the campus meets the e-safety technical requirements outlined in the NGfL
Acceptable Usage Policy
that users may only access the campus networks through a properly enforced
password protection policy, in which passwords are regularly changed
that he / she keeps up to date with e-safety technical information in order to effectively
carry out their e-safety role and to inform and update others as relevant
that the use of the network /VLE / email is regularly monitored in order that any misuse
/ attempted misuse can be reported for investigation.

Teaching and Support Staff
Teaching and Support Staff are responsible for ensuring that:










they have an up to date awareness of e-safety matters and of the current campus esafety policy and practices
they have read, understood and signed the campus Staff Acceptable Use Policy /
Agreement (AUP)
they report any suspected misuse or problem to the ICT Network Manager
e-safety issues are embedded in all aspects of the curriculum and other campus
activities
learners understand and follow the campus e-safety and acceptable use policy
learners have a good understanding of research skills and the need to avoid plagiarism
and uphold copyright regulations
they monitor ICT activity in lessons, extra curricular and extended school activities
they are aware of e-safety issues related to the use of mobile phones, cameras and
hand held devices and that they monitor their use and implement current campus
policies with regard to these devices
in lessons where internet use is pre-planned learners are guided to sites checked as
suitable for their use and that processes are in place for dealing with any unsuitable
material that is found in internet searches

Learners





are responsible for using the campus ICT systems in accordance with the learner
Acceptable Use Policy, which they will be expected to sign before being given access
to campus systems.
have a good understanding of research skills and the need to avoid plagiarism and
uphold copyright regulations
need to understand the importance of reporting abuse, misuse or access to
inappropriate materials and know how to do so
will be expected to know and understand campus policies on the use of mobile phones,
digital cameras and hand held devices. They should also know and understand
campus policies on the taking / use of images and on cyber-bullying.
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should understand the importance of adopting good e-safety practice when using digital
technologies off campus and realise that the campus E-Safety Policy covers their
actions off campus, if related to their membership of the campus

Parents / Carers
Parents / Carers play a crucial role in ensuring that their children understand the need to
use the internet / mobile devices in an appropriate way. Research shows that many
parents and carers do not fully understand the issues and are less experienced in the use
of ICT than their children. The campus staff will therefore take every opportunity to help
parents understand these issues through parents’ evenings, newsletters, and information
about national / local e-safety campaigns / literature. Parents and carers will be
responsible for endorsing (by signature) the Learner Acceptable Use Policy
Community Users
Visitors and Community Users who access campus ICT systems will be expected to sign a
Staff User AUP before being provided with access to campus systems.
4

IMPLEMENTATION
Learners
E-Safety education will be provided in the following ways:








A planned e-safety programme is provided as part of ICT lessons and should be
regularly revisited – this will cover both the use of ICT and new technologies in school
and outside school.
Key e-safety messages should be reinforced as part of a planned programme of
assemblies, tutorial and pastoral activities
Learners should be taught in all lessons to be critically aware of the materials / content
they access on-line and be guided to validate the accuracy of information
Learners should be helped to understand the need for the learner AUP and
encouraged to adopt safe and responsible use of ICT, the internet and mobile devices
both within and outside school
Learners should be taught to acknowledge the source of information used and to
respect copyright when using material accessed on the internet
Rules for use of ICT systems / internet will be posted in all rooms and displayed on logon screens
Staff should act as good role models in their use of ICT, the internet and mobile
devices.

Parents / carers
Many parents and carers have only a limited understanding of e-safety risks and issues, yet
they play an essential role in the education of their children and in the monitoring / regulation
of the children’s on-line experiences. Parents often either underestimate or do not realise
how often children and young people come across potentially harmful and inappropriate
material on the internet and are often unsure about what they would do about it. “There is a
generational digital divide”. (Byron Report).
The campus will therefore seek to provide information and awareness to parents and carers
through:



Letters
The website
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Parents evenings
E-safety presentations

Staff and governors
Training will be offered as follows:




All new staff and governors will receive e-safety training as part of their induction
programme, ensuring that they fully understand the campus e-safety policy and
Acceptable Use Policies
All staff and governors will be provided with e safety training on an annual basis
The E-Safety officer (or other nominated person) will receive regular updates through
attendance at relevant training sessions and by reviewing guidance documents released
by relevant agencies

Technical – infrastructure / equipment, filtering and monitoring
The campus works with the LA to ensure:












There will be regular reviews and audits of the safety and security of campus ICT
systems
Access to the server room is restricted and ICT technicians are informed when access is
required
The “administrator” passwords for the Campus ICT system, used by the Network
Manager are available to the Executive Headteacher and kept in a sealed envelope in
the Finance Office safe
The campus maintains and supports the managed filtering service provided by the Local
Authority.
Campus ICT technical staff regularly monitor activity of users on the campus ICT
systems and users are made aware of this in the Acceptable Use Policy.
In fixed PC locations remote management tools are used by staff to control workstations
and view users’ activity
A clear set of guidelines (see Appendix 5) advises staff of the procedures to be followed
in the event of an e-safety incident.
An appropriate system is in place (see Appendix 6) for users to report any actual /
potential e-safety incident.
Appropriate security measures are in place (see Appendix 7) to protect the servers,
firewalls, routers, wireless systems, work stations, hand held devices etc from accidental
or malicious attempts which might threaten the security of the campus systems and
data.
The campus infrastructure and individual workstations are protected by up to date virus
software.

Curriculum
E-safety should be a focus in all areas of the curriculum and staff should reinforce e-safety
messages in the use of ICT across the curriculum.




In lessons where internet use is pre-planned, it is best practice that learners should be
guided to sites checked as suitable for their use and that processes are in place for
dealing with any unsuitable material that is found in internet searches.
Learners should be taught in all lessons to be critically aware of the materials / content
they access on-line and be guided to validate the accuracy of information
Learners should be taught to acknowledge the source of information used and to
respect copyright when using material accessed on the internet.
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Appendix 1 – Acceptable Use Policy (Staff, Learner, Visitor)

Saltburn Learning Campus
Marske Mill Lane
Saltburn by-the-sea TS12 1HJ
Tel: 01287 621010 Fax: 01287 621011
E-mail: slc@redcar-cleveland.govuk

Head of School
Mrs C Chadwick

Executive Headteacher
Mr P Eyre

Head of School
Mrs C Juckes

Saltburn Learning Campus Acceptable Use Policy
Staff
Staff Member Name:
School:
Laptop Number (where applicable):

Staff using the campus computer system must read this agreement carefully in
conjunction with the full campus AUP policy which can be found on the Campus Staff
Area.
Following this please sign and return this form to the campus office.

Last Updated: January 2017
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Disclaimer:
The computer systems are owned by the campus and are made available to staff and
learners to support and enhance education.
Saltburn Learning Campus will endeavour, wherever possible, to provide a safe and
secure environment for its users. However please be aware that we cannot guarantee
complete safety from inappropriate material. The responsibility must lie with each
individual to use ICT in a safe and responsible way.
Anyone who fails to comply with this policy, or who acts in a way which may be deemed
inappropriate or irresponsible, may lose access to the campus computers and may be
subject to disciplinary action. This could take the form of a warning, suspension, referral
to governors, and/or the Local Authority and in the event of illegal activities, the
involvement of the police.



















Computers must be accessed only with the username and password supplied.
Other users’ files must not be accessed under any circumstances expect through
shared work areas.
Staff contact with students via email must be through campus email systems only and
be professional in both tone and manner.
Staff should discourage students from using personal email to communicate with
them.
Electronic communications must at all times be responsible and professional, not
violate any law or regulation, be defamatory, offensive, abusive, indecent, obscene or
constitute harassment.
In line with Safeguarding procedures, staff must not have any current or past learners
under the age of 18 as ‘online friends’ on any personal social media sites (the
exception to this would be if the student was a direct family member).
Communications which violate this AUP must be reported and will be dealt with in the
strictest confidence.
The campus reserves the right to delete files that may be held on its computer
systems and also to recall staff laptops at any time for a health-check.
The campus may monitor computer use, check any data held on the campus network
at any time and may monitor use of the Internet.
Campus computer systems must not be used to access pornographic, racist, sexist or
otherwise offensive material.
Users must not download anything via the internet that may threaten the campus ICT
systems.
If issued with a laptop computer this must be returned to the campus ICT team on
request.
No software should be installed through any medium without consent of the ICT
Network Manager.
Computer systems must be locked or logged off when not in use and never left
unattended.
All computer use and web access should be appropriate to the educational
environment. Personal use should be kept to a minimum and restricted to nonteaching time.
No third party must access campus computer systems without permission from the
Executive Headteacher.
Laptops and other loaned equipment remains the property of Saltburn Learning
Campus. Staff/departments may be charged for the replacement of lost or
damaged equipment.
Videos and Photographs may only be stored in the staff shared areas.
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PrimaryStaff\School Photos-Videos
SecondaryStaff\School Photos-Videos
USB storage devices must be encrypted if they are used to store sensitive information
(e.g. Student name, address, phone number, UPN number)
Sensitive information should not be stored on personal computers kept at home.
Users are required to report any problems with ICT Equipment via the Campus ICT
Helpdesk.
Passwords must be changed at least once per term.
Staff must monitor the ICT usage of students in their care and report any issues to the
ICT Network Manager.

Acceptable Use Policy Agreement
I have read and understood both this policy and the full AUP and agree to use the
Campus ICT systems (both in and out of campus) and my own devices (on campus and
when carrying out communications related to the campus) within the guidelines.

Staff Signature:
Date:
I have received my laptop (where applicable) and agree to the terms of use.
Staff Signature:
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Saltburn Learning Campus
Marske Mill Lane
Saltburn by-the-sea TS12 1HJ
Tel: 01287 621010 Fax: 01287 621011
E-mail: slc@redcar-cleveland.govuk

Head of School
Mrs C Chadwick

Executive Headteacher
Mr P Eyre

Head of School
Mrs C Juckes

Saltburn Learning Campus Acceptable Use Policy
Learner
Learner Name:
Form Group/Class:

Learners using the campus computer system must read this agreement carefully. The
campus system includes a Learning Platform and email system.
Following this please sign both copies, keep one for yourself and return to the second
copy to the ICT Network Manager.

Last Updated: January 2017
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Disclaimer:
The computer systems are owned by the campus and are made available to staff and
learners to support and enhance education.
Saltburn Learning Campus will endeavour, wherever possible, to provide a safe and
secure environment for its users. However please be aware that we cannot guarantee
complete safety from inappropriate material. The responsibility must lie with each
individual to use ICT in a safe, sensible and responsible way.
This agreement has been drawn up to protect all parties. If you the learner fail to comply,
or act in a way which may be deemed inappropriate or irresponsible, you the learner may
lose access rights to the campus computers and further action may be taken.

Learners using the campus computer system must read this
agreement carefully

















I will only access the PC network with the user name and password which I have been
given. I agree to keep this information secret.
I will not allow the use of my computer account by any other person.
I will not access other people’s files unless through shared work areas.
My use of the computers will not involve any activities which would be damaging to the
campus or its reputation.
I will only send or receive materials or data, which is polite and responsible. It must
not break any law or regulation, be offensive, abusive, indecent or a form of
harassment. *
I will report any unpleasant material or messages sent to me or accidentally accessed
by me. I understand my report would be confidential and would help protect everyone.
I understand that the campus may monitor my computer use, check any data held on
the campus network at any time and may monitor the internet sites I visit.
I understand the campus reserves the rights to delete any files that may be held on its
computer systems and also to recall my laptop at any time for a random check.
I will only use the campus computer network for campus work.
I will not use the computer systems to access anything inappropriate i.e. pornographic,
racist, sexist or offensive material. *
I will not download anything via the Internet that may threaten the campus ICT
systems. *
I must not attempt to install or run any software other than that provided by Saltburn
Learning Campus. *
All computer use and www access should be appropriate to my school work.
If issued with a laptop computer, I agree to return it to campus as requested for
housekeeping, checking and updates. Laptops and other loaned equipment
remains the property of Saltburn Learning Campus, where equipment is lost or
damaged learners may incur the cost of this and in exceptional circumstances
the campus reserves the right to request the equipment be returned.
I will change my password at least once a year. I will be prompted to do this when I
log onto a campus machine. It is however good practice to change my password at
least once a term. *
Mobile phones, ipods, PDA’s and the current range of multimedia devices have
the capacity to store, send and receive video footage, photographs and audio
tracks. Learners should be aware that storing inappropriate or offensive
material on a device that is brought into campus creates the chance that other
learners may view or listen to them. Where a device is used inappropriately in
campus, and is confiscated, the campus reserves the right to view/listen to such
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material when investigating serious incidents with up to 3 days to give us time
to investigate any such offensive maternal. Action may be taken on the content
of such material. Learners should think very carefully before recording, sending
or receiving anything that may cause offence to learners, their parents or
teachers, or bringing such images into campus on their
mobile/telephone/multimedia devices. *
* This regulation or point is not applicable for younger learners (KS1)
User Declaration
I understand that if I do not keep to the AUP the trust in me has been broken and
disciplinary action may be taken, with the probability that I will be denied access to some
or all of Saltburn Learning Campus computer facilities, even if I need to use these for
coursework or examination purposes.

Acceptable Use Policy Agreement
I have read and understood this policy and agree to abide by the rules of the Acceptable
Use Policy.

Learner Signature:
Date:
Parent/Carer Signature:
Date:
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Saltburn Learning Campus
Marske Mill Lane
Saltburn by-the-sea TS12 1HJ
Tel: 01287 621010 Fax: 01287 621011
E-mail: slc@redcar-cleveland.govuk

Head of School
Mrs C Chadwick

Executive Headteacher
Mr P Eyre

Head of School
Mrs C Juckes

Saltburn Learning Campus Acceptable Use Policy
Visitor
Visitor Name:
Visitor Company Name:
Visitor Username:

Visitors using the campus computer system must read this agreement carefully.
Following this please sign and return this form to the campus office.

Last Updated: January 2017
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Disclaimer:
The computer systems are owned by the campus and are made available to staff and
learners to support and enhance education.
Saltburn Learning Campus will endeavour, wherever possible, to provide a safe and
secure environment for its users. However please be aware that we cannot guarantee
complete safety from inappropriate material. The responsibility must lie with each
individual to use ICT in a safe, sensible and responsible way.
This agreement has been drawn up to protect all parties. If you the visitor fail to comply,
or act in a way which may be deemed inappropriate or irresponsible, you the visitor may
lose access rights to the campus computers and further action may be taken.

Visitors using the campus computer system must read this agreement carefully in
conjunction with the full campus AUP policy which can be located in the staff room.















I will only access the SLC network with the user name and password which I have
been given. I agree to keep this information secret.
I will not allow the use of my computer account by any other person.
I will not access other people’s files unless through shared work areas.
Any use of the computers will not involve any activities which would be damaging to
the campus or its reputation.
I will only send or receive materials or data, which is polite and responsible. It must
not violate any law or regulation, be defamatory, offensive, abusive, indecent, obscene
or constitute harassment.
I understand that in line with Safeguarding procedures I must not have learners as
‘online friends’ on any social networking sites.
I understand that the campus may monitor my computer use, check any data held on
the campus network at any time and may monitor the internet sites I visit.
I will not use the computer system to access anything inappropriate i.e. pornographic,
racist, sexist or offensive material.
I will not install software through any medium without fist discussing this matter with
the ICT Network Manager this also applies to the campus computers.
I will not download anything via the Internet that may threaten the campus ICT
systems.
I understand that I must ensure that my laptop is locked or logged off if I leave it
unattended.
All computer use and www access should be appropriate to the educational
environment. I will keep personal use to a minimum and restricted to non-teaching
time.
As a visitor bringing in USB sticks and external hard discs I will have these virus
scanned by an ICT Technician before they are plugged into a campus machine.
I will not send or receive materials or data which is:o In violation of any law or regulation, this includes but is not exclusive to; child
abuse images, incitement to racial hatred, direct threats of physical harm etc,
defamatory, offensive, abusive, indecent, obscene which constitutes
harassment
o In breach of confidence, privacy, trade secrets in breach of any third party
Intellectual Property rights (including copyright)
o In breach of any other rights or has any fraudulent purpose of effect.
o While on the SLC network if you receive images or accidently access material,
which you believe could be illegal or inappropriate it is imperative that you
make no attempt to investigate the content. Please report this to the SLC
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member of staff with whom you are working. A log reference is to protect you
from any suspicion for having potential illegal material in your possession.
Acceptable Use Policy Agreement
I have read and understood this policy and agree to abide by the rules of the Acceptable
Use Policy.

Visitor Signature:
Date:
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Appendix 2: Content, contact and conduct exemplars
Commercial

Aggressive

Sexual

advertisements
Content
(child as
recipient)

spam
sponsorship
personal
information

Contact
(child as
participant)

tracking
harvesting
personal
information

bias
violent/hateful
content
lifestyle sites

being bullied,
harassed or
stalked

illegal
downloading
Conduct
(child as actor)

hacking
gambling

Values

bullying or
harassing
another

financial scams
terrorism
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pornographic or
unwelcome
sexual content

meeting
strangers
being groomed

creating and
uploading
inappropriate
material; sexting

racist
misleading
information or
advice
self-harm
unwelcome
persuasions

providing
misleading info
and advice
health and
wellbeing; time
spent online

Appendix 3: Glossary
Acronyms and jargon are common place in technology and often obscure meaning and
understanding. The following link provides access to a wide ranging glossary of technological
terms in current use http://www.digizen.org/glossary/.
In addition, the following terms are explained below
AUP
CEOP
Cyber bullying
Encryption
Frape
Games Console
Grooming

Hacker

Impact level

ISP
Lifestyle website
Malware

Phishing
Profile
Sexting
SGII

Acceptable Use Policy
Child Exploitation and Online Protection centre.
Bullying using technology such as computers and mobile phones.
Computer programme that scrambles data on devices such as laptops
and memory sticks in order to make it virtually impossible to recover the
original data in event of the loss of the device; schools often use this to
protect personal data on portable devices.
Referring to when a Facebook user’s identity and profile are
compromised and used by a third party to cause upset.
Examples include XBOX 360, Nintendo Wii, PlayStation 3, and
Nintendo DS.
Online grooming is defined by the UK Home Office as: ‘a course of
conduct enacted by a suspected paedophile, which would give a
reasonable person cause for concern that any meeting with a child
arising from the conduct would be for unlawful purposes’.
Originally thought of as a computer enthusiast, but now a hacker is
normally used to refer to computer criminals, especially those who
break into other people’s computer networks.
Impact levels indicate the sensitivity of data and the associated
protection required (see the government published HMG Security Policy
Framework http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/spf). The scheme uses five
markings, which in descending order of sensitivity are: TOP SECRET,
SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL, RESTRICTED and PROTECT. Most pupil
or staff personal data that is used within educational institutions will
come under the PROTECT classification, however some (for example
the home address of a child (or vulnerable adult) at risk) will be marked
as RESTRICT.
Internet Service Provider (a company that connects computers to the
internet for a fee).
An online site that covertly advocates particular behaviours and issues
pertaining to young and often vulnerable children for example anorexia,
self-harm or suicide.
Bad software or programs that damage your computer (viruses), steal
your personal information (spyware), display unwanted adverts
(adware) or expose your computer to hackers (Trojan horses).
Pronounced the same as ‘fishing’ this is an attempt to trick people into
visiting malicious websites by sending emails or other messages which
pretend to come from banks or online shops; the e-mails have links in
them which take people to fake sites set up to look like the real thing,
where passwords and account details can be stolen.
Personal information held by the user on a social networking site.
Sending and receiving of personal sexual images or conversations to
another party, usually via mobile phone messaging or instant
messaging.
Self generated indecent images (often referred to as “sexting” –see
above)
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SHARP
SNS
Spam
Trojan
YouTube

Example of an anonymous online reporting mechanism (Self Help And
Reporting Process).
Social networking; not the same as computer networking, social
networking is a way of using the internet and the web to find and make
friends and stay in touch with people.
An e-mail message sent to a large number of people without their
consent, usually promoting a product or service (also known as
Unsolicited Commercial Email (UCE) or junk email).
A malware program that is not what it seems to be. Trojan horses
pretend to be useful programs like word processors but really install
spyware or adware or open up a computer to hackers.
Social networking site where users can upload, publish and share
video.
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Appendix 4

Classification

e-Safety Policy Grading

Consequence/Penalty/Action

The eSafe incident levels are used in the school MIS when recording e-Safety behaviour incidents.


exclusively:


 Illegal material, child abuse, extreme 
pornography, race hate and incitement to
violence, breach of the “Computer
Misuse Act 1994”, ‘Data Protection Act 
2006’, ‘The Copyright Protection Act
1998’.

Involvement of SLT.
Parental contact and meeting in school.
Involvement of LA Safeguarding Officer
Specific police involvement
Significant exclusion (internal or external
length to be decided by Executive
Headteacher on a case by case basis)
Record comment and actions taken on
SIMS/ PARS eSafe level 3 comment
box.




Involvement of Year Leader/SLT.
Parental contact and/or meeting in
school.
Specific police involvement
Charge towards cost of
repair/replacement (if applicable).
Internal or external exclusion (to be
decided by Executive Headteacher on a
case by case basis).
Record comment and actions taken on
SIMS / PARS eSafe level 2 Comment
box.
Involvement of Year Leader.
Parental contact
Restrictions on use of aspects of ICT
facilities. (if applicable/appropriate)
Internal exclusion (to be decided by Year
Leader and SLT on a case by case
basis).
Record comment and actions taken on
SIMS / PARS eSafe Level 1 comment
box.

eSafe Level 3

Illegal incidents including but not

Serious incidents including but not

eSafe Level 2

exclusively:


Bullying content, sexually explicit
material, vandalism of IT hardware and
software, unauthorised access to other
user files, unauthorised configuration to
school to school ICT systems.




exclusively:







Sharing of personal credentials, invasion
of privacy, offensive content including
inappropriate language and deliberate
access to other non-educational
material, for example games and social
networking.



Accidental access to material of an
offensive nature.





Low Impact Incidents including but not

eSafe Level 1




eSafe Level 0
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Involvement of Year Leader.
Parental contact
Restrictions on use of aspects of ICT
facilities. (if applicable/appropriate)
Internal exclusion or detention (to be
decided by Year Leader and SLT on a
case by case basis).Record comment
and actions taken on SIMS /PARS eSafe
Level 0 comment box.

Appendix 5: Staff reporting an e-safety incident
Email the Network manager directly to report E-safety incidents that do not need further action by
the member of staff. This would include:
Receiving an email whose source or content cause concern
Staff accidentally accessing a site whose content causes concern
Any other similar issue
In such cases the Network Manager will collate the information and seek guidance from the esafety Officer if it is thought further action may be needed.
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Appendix 6
Risk Assessment Checklist
Yes No
General Considerations
Endorsed by recognised authority for
education use
Service has good reputation for
dealing with concerns
SLT Approval
Documented in Campus policies and
procedures
Whole campus e-Safety provided
Privacy and Data Security
Registration of users required?
Anonymous registration possible?
Service can be administered by staff ?
Minimum age is suitable for the
setting?
Privacy tools
Personal Data Collected – Logs Data
Personal Data Collected – Email
Address
Personal Data Collected –
Address/Phone Numbers
Personal Data Collected – IP Address
Personal Data Collected – Cookies
(sessional or persistent)
Personal Data Collected – Data
Sharing with other services
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Further Information

Yes

No

Further Information

Content Suitability
High Bandwidth – Internet Radio/TV

High Bandwidth – Internet
Technology
High Bandwidth – File Sharing
High Bandwidth – Personal Storage
High Bandwidth – Streaming Media
Adult Material
Advertising Material
Dating/Personal
Weapons
Promotion of Drugs, alcohol ,
tobacco etc
Promotion of Violence, Hatred,
Racism etc
Promotion of Gambling
Promotion of an Extremist
Organisation
Promotion of Illegal Activity
Promotion of Computer Misuse
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Yes

No

Further Information

Communication
Moderated by CRB checked adult
Teacher/Staff admin controls
Banding/Tools provided
Communication between learners
(within Campus)
Communication between learners
(outside of Campus)
Child to teacher Communication allowed
Verified users present

High Risk Identified: Unsuitable to use
Risk Identified: Action Required/Proceed with
Caution
Limited Risk
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Appendix 7

Impero software monitoring policy

November 2015

Impero software monitors school networked computers, laptops and iPads. In addition, it monitors all internet traffic including emails. It has the
ability to record (instant screenshots and ongoing recording) based on preset trigger stimuli and/or manual application. It can be used to
control/limit web based access by blocking sites and applications or time limiting them. Teaching staff can additionally use the software at a
classroom level to monitor ICT usage and then be able to lock/restrict access and time limit student’s use. With these functions the ability to detect
inappropriate materials/usage it high and as such below is the agreed protocol for proceeding with the detection of a “flagged” violation. These
“flags” have been preset to comply with online safety expectations.
Context
Flags

Initial action

Learners misuse of internet and/or ICT
software
Music websites, gaming websites,
YouTube, hacking info etc.
Impero flagged and screenshot taken

Next step

Decision made as to whether to record
or block access

Next step

ICT to email teaching staff responsible
at time to indicate misuse asking them
to investigate. Repeat occurrences for
individuals (3 events) ICT to disable
account subject to meeting with ICT
team and appropriate re-integration
(could involve restricted access)

Learners access inappropriate and potentially sensitive material
Trigger words, website address, URLs, web searches
drug and mental health forums, sensitive, potential safeguarding
triggers/words/websites identified (e.g. sexual material, self-harm, suicide,
extremism, radicalisation)
Inappropriate identified but not
Inappropriate identified and
sensitive or safeguarding risk
sensitive, potential safeguarding
Flagged, screenshot, consideration
Screenshot/record, disable internet of recording (phone PEy/HAi/GAs for
and log-off, disable log-in.
clarification), disable internet,
disable log-in
Email to HOY/Phase leader with
Speak to HAi/Gas asap to investigate
details to investigate
(PEy in their absence). No electronic
transfer of information at this point.
HOY to investigate and apply
sanction and liaise with ICT team
for re-integration plan
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CPO to decide further action
required.

Staff access inappropriate
material
Trigger words, website address,
URLs, web searches
Flagged, screenshot,
consideration of recording (phone
EHT only about this)
Account to remain open to enable
evidence gathering unless
inherent risk to young people
Contact EHT urgently to raise
issue to be discussed in person.
No electronic transfer of
information at this point.
EHT to identify next steps
Heads of School as designate if
unable to contact EHT

